
PHOTOS NEEDED FOR THE BOOK 

"The Assassination of President Kennedy. 
What Really Happened" 

By Harrison Edward Livingstone 

Tramps etc, arrested near Dealey Plaza George DeMohrenschildt (p177 Jones IV) Bannister p 179 Jones IV 
Interior of limosine Jones 184, Thompson,p 148-9 (paperback) showing dent in crome above windshield, and cracks on windshield. Dealey Plaza shortly after the shooting- crowds Jim Hicks, p118 Shaw & 106 pic of "Oswald" at"Soviet and Cuban"embassi in Mexico City, If you, Bob, think they resemble each other or are the same man. 
David Ferrie 
All authpsy drawings: Back of head, neck, back, all photos: Vol I HSRA p186, 215,232,234, 255, 252, 228-9 	to show movement of wow Sketch from pix Seconds  p 140, and with Er. Peters "X" on mine with arrow poitting at the large hole. 

&Wm drawinbaboth with and without Admiral Burkeley's "Ver- ification", as shown in Shaw. X-rays Vol I p 241, 240, 243 
Portrait of JFK, perhaps several done from sailing, from life, to be spaced through the book. 
Jackie on rear trunk of limo. 
Blow up of SS men during shooting in follow-up car doing nothing. JFK clothing showing holes.. 
Motorcade before shooting 
Oswald on slaP (Curry 119) 
Walker's house with car in front showing hole cut in photo deleting car tab: Warren Report, & from Curry showing whole photo p 113 (Ex 5 or 55?) 
ID card p 108 Curry, showing Jack Bowen & Oswald names on library card Other ID cards, showing Hidell, etc. How could USMC cards be forged? P9 Altgens photo (full size) 	 Curry Oswald at Press conf Curry 77, also Ruby at saml Murder of Oswald by Ruby 
Oswald in CAP, Jones IV 
Oswald to Russia with Marina, blow up, showing how short he is. Oswald after arrest 
Map of Dealey Plaza Curry 59 
Snipmr's window, and showing movement of boxes, people Stockade fence and possible sniper Manhole behond stockade fence at juncture with balustrude of overpass. "Wetted for Treason" losters Curry p 20 "Welcome :Jr. Kennedy to Eallas"Curry p 19 Shaw 168 "FBI" man picking up bullet in I.:ealey: sequence Jones 1'35-191 etc (vol Ex No 11, bullet mark on curb S; sidewalks 	Curry 46 dartridges found in TSB with dent on lip of .one of them Thompson 19, Backyard ihotos 
Diagram of magic bullet theory p 4 Shaw 
CE 319 	deformed bullet fired into cadavers, such as Thompson 202-5 fhomsor bullets p 229 
Sniper's view through tree prior to Z 210 is frames, blow us of 	Connally hits. Walker bullets 

Any other idctu as Nxmdmttx which ought to be in the book. 


